FAST-TRACK LOGISTICS
PRODUCTIVITY AND
TRANSPORT EFFICIENCY
AN EVOLVING LOGISTICS LANDSCAPE
The traditional patterns of supply and demand have been disrupted due to global factors,
such as the pandemic, natural disasters, conflict, and, more recently, economic change.
While eCommerce flourishes, driving online demand, supplies of goods are impacted with
skills in short supply. As a result, logistics is becoming more complex as deliveries shift
from bulk for retail locations to single items for multiple areas.  

54%

of logistics companies
are expecting skills
shortages to increase
over the next five years.1

TOP FIVE DEMANDS IN TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS
S

Attracting and retaining talent in the current labor shortage crisis

S

 reating optimum user experiences to increase productivity and meet
C
customer needs

S

Improving cost savings and optimization, as well as streamlining operations

S

Providing a seamless customer journey without delays or interruptions

S

Preventing data breaches and cyber-attacks with technology solutions

DENALI’S MANAGED MOBILITY SOLUTION
With the world increasingly digitalized at every touchpoint, it’s more important than ever to keep ahead with a
digital-first mindset. Top Fortune 100 businesses lean on Denali’s full-scale mobility solution to tackle business
challenges with confidence and momentum.

TRANSFORM BUSINESS
PROCESSES

STREAMLINE DEVICE
PROCUREMENT

MANAGE
MOBILITY ASSETS

ENHANCE THE USER
EXPERIENCE

Reshape working practices
and launch mobility
innovations faster.

Simplify and standardize
mobile device procurement
and deployment.

Govern device configuration
and lifecycle processes to boost
security and reduce support costs.

Empower users with intuitive
mobile access, rapid
onboarding and 24/7 support.

1. Retail Logistics International, 2019

DENALI AND SAMSUNG BENEFITS FOR LOGISTICS
Denali’s Managed Mobility solutions partner with Samsung technology to support enterprises
for transformational growth, accelerating efficiencies, enhancing reliability, security, and
savings. Here’s how:

REV-UP PRODUCTIVITY AND
WORKPLACE EFFICIENCY AT
LIGHTNING SPEED

STRENGTHEN SAVINGS
WITHOUT SACRIFICING ON
SKY-HIGH PERFORMANCE

▲ Pallet tracking processes use mobile technology and
visual markings to locate inventory and provide accurate
real-time deliveries

▲ Denali’s pre-established relationship with Samsung meets
demand and delivers rapid sourcing at a lower and
consistent price

▲ Mobile scanning interlocks connectivity to backend tracking
systems to improve cargo handling

▲ Centrally negotiated pricing provides predictable
equipment costs

▲ Samsung Galaxy Tab ActivePro and Samsung Tab Active3
enable improved visibility and functionality for increased
ease of use

▲ Comprehensive reporting and analytics give way to informed
decision-making and cost-savings

A REPUTATION
OF RELIABILITY AND
SERVICE EXCELLENCE
S The rugged and robust Samsung portfolio stands up to all
conditions without compromising the user experience
S Samsung Galaxy XCover Pro’s long lasting, fast charging,
and replaceable battery and ability to withstand drops
provides continued reliability when facilitating orders, pick up
and delivery processes
S Samsung’s dual SIM solutions improve connected reliability
for critical systems
S On-demand connectivity allows autonomous machines to stay
connected when servicing metro areas with dead zones

BUILD A SECURE SOLUTION
TO WEATHER ALL STORMS
S Samsung Knox services offer advanced data protection,
firmware updates, advanced biometrics, and
defence-grade security
S Optimum security and corporate apps integration bolsters
device configuration
S First-class global standards and policies
reduce security risks with optimized monitoring and control
S Borderless asset tracking and monitoring safeguards
company assets, globally

WHY DENALI
Global service provider Denali works with leading technology manufacturers, like Samsung, to deliver
packaged IT solutions and services to Fortune 500 enterprises around the world. Our strategic experts
have built the strong relationships and partnerships that enable us to tailor the best solutions for our
clients, achieving outstanding business outcomes.

